Analysis on effective reservoirs and length optimization of horizontal wells in the Sulige Gasfield
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Abstract

By virtue of unique technical and economical advantages, horizontal well development has become a key technology in the high-efficiency development of tight gas reservoirs, however, this has worked unsatisfactorily in unstratified gas reservoirs. In this paper, the orientation and coverage of gas-bearing sand bodies (in isolated distribution) of Member 8 of Permian Lower Shihezi Fm in the Sulige Gasfield were analyzed by means of outcrop analogy, geostatistical analysis and pilot tests of dense well patterns. Then, four gas-bearing sand distribution patterns suitable for the deployment of horizontal wells in Member 8 were proposed according to the precise geological anatomy results of dense well patterns. These patterns include thick massive isolated pattern, vertically superimposed pattern with physical interlayers, vertically superimposed pattern with argillaceous interlayers and lateral sugar-coated haw string pattern. Based on the statistics on gas-bearing sand bodies drilled by horizontal well drilling, the drilled gas-bearing sand bodies are 670–1300 m long. Based on production data correction, numerical simulation and economic evaluation, the length of rational horizontal sections were optimized by performing a case study of the vertically superimposed reservoirs with physical interlayers in the typical well group SuX-18-36 of Su-X Block. It is indicated that the rational horizontal well length within 1200 m in the Sulige Gasfield under current economic and technical conditions. This paper provides a technical support for the high-efficiency development of the Sulige Gasfield in the future.
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Horizontal well drilling, as a critical development technology for increasing gas well productivity, is now the key technology for the high-efficiency development of tight gas reservoirs because of its unique technical and economical advantages \cite{1,2,3}. In North America, the development technologies for tight sandstone gas reservoirs are the most mature and the application of horizontal wells is theoretically and practically abundant. For example, horizontal wells are applicable only in the specific geologic conditions (e.g. stratified gas reservoirs) instead of all tight sandstone gas reservoirs \cite{4}. The domestic tight sandstone gas reservoirs that have been put into development are mostly in the pattern of typical lens. It is indicated from development practices that horizontal well drilling can increase single-well production rate and decrease production and management difficulty. From the aspect of deployment process, however, horizontal wells are selected more strictly than vertical wells. It is required that the
size and distribution of gas-bearing sandbodies should be characterized more carefully and the gas-bearing intervals should be geologically understood more intensively [5]. Foreign scholars have been puzzled by the difficulty of horizontal well design, especially the length design of horizontal sections in lenticular gas reservoirs with strong heterogeneity. They have done sufficient research on length optimization of horizontal wells by analyzing multiple factors, such as well bore friction and pressure drop. Due to the geological difference of tight sandstone gas reservoirs in China and the United States, however, foreign experiences and achievements cannot be copied completely. Domestic scholars have performed further analysis on length optimization of horizontal wells in oil reservoirs and carbonate gas reservoirs [6–10], but they haven’t studied systematically the length optimization of horizontal wells in high-heterogeneity lenticular tight sandstone gas reservoirs. In this paper, therefore, the Sulige Gasfield was taken as an example for study. The effective reservoir size, extension direction and distribution pattern of the principal pay zones (Member 8 of Permian Lower Shihezi Fm) in the Sulige Gasfield were analyzed on the basis of its reservoir geology. Then, the favorable geologic conditions for the deployment of horizontal wells in the gasfield were confirmed. Based on field application results of horizontal wells, the length of horizontal wells in the Sulige Gasfield was optimized by means of production data correction, numerical simulation and economic evaluation.

1. Geological features

The Sulige Gasfield is located at the Yishan slope in the Ordos Basin. It is structurally a broad and gentle west-dipping monocline. Its principal gas-bearing intervals are Member 8 of Lower Shihezi Fm (He 8 Member) and Member 1 of Shanxi Fm (Shan 1 Member) in the Permian, which are buried under 3000–3600 m, and constitute a set of southward-prograding braided river sedimentary reservoir [11,12] with the characteristics of low abundance, low pressure and low permeability [13–17]. It is shown from the drilling ratio of gas-bearing sandbodies that the drilling ratio of gas layers in each sub-layer is low, generally in the range of 20–40%. It is proved by sufficient production performance data that the effective reservoirs in the Sulige Gasfield are characterized by small thickness, stronger heterogeneity, small distribution range and obvious directivity. If the dense vertical well development pattern is adopted, the recovery factor can be increased, but multiwell interference tends to occur, leading to difficulties in guaranteeing the economical limit of single-well cumulative production. In addition, strong heterogeneity results in low single-well production rate, fast decline, short stable production period, so it is impractical to make too long horizontal sections. (2) Gas reservoir engineering. It is indicated from the production performance simulation that there is no positive linear relationship between the horizontal section length of gas wells and the production results (ultimate production and stable production period), so it is impractical to make too long horizontal sections. (3) Economy. As for the actual production, the construction cost of gas wells increases greatly with the increase of horizontal section length due to the effect of geologic conditions and drilling cost, and there is no simple linear relationship between the development benefit of a horizontal well and its length. Therefore, its development benefit will decrease if the horizontal well is too long or too short [19].

2. Approach to determining the rational length of horizontal wells in heterogeneous gas reservoirs

The deployment of horizontal wells with rational length in heterogeneous gas reservoirs is affected by multiple factors. These factors are classified into three categories. (1) Geologic and reservoir characteristics. The He 8 Member reservoir in the Sulige Gasfield is of braided river sedimentation, with gas-bearing sandbodies distributed in an isolated pattern, so the matching degree between horizontal section length and subsurface reservoirs is the key factor affecting the development results of horizontal wells. The horizontal section may run out of sandbodies if it is too long. Therefore, the geologic factors (including the size and extension direction of effective reservoirs) are the top one constraint for the rational length of horizontal sections. (2) Gas reservoir engineering. It is indicated from the production performance simulation that there is no positive linear relationship between the horizontal section length of gas wells and the production results (ultimate production and stable production period), so it is impractical to make too long horizontal sections. (3) Economy. As for the actual production, the construction cost of gas wells increases greatly with the increase of horizontal section length due to the effect of geologic conditions and drilling cost, and there is no simple linear relationship between the development benefit of a horizontal well and its length. Therefore, its development benefit will decrease if the horizontal well is too long or too short [19].

3. Effect of reservoir heterogeneity on the rational length of horizontal wells

3.1. Scale and size of effective sandbodies in reservoirs

The scale of effective sandbodies refers to the distribution range of gas-bearing sandbodies in a three-dimensional space. Its vertical scale can be reflected by the thickness and its lateral scale can be characterized by the length and width. The vertical and lateral scales of effective sandbodies in the Sulige Gasfield can be cognized more accurately by using multiple dynamic and static methods, such as outcrop analogy, geostatistical analysis and pilot test of dense well pattern.

1) Outcrop analogy. At the Liulin outcrops in Shanxi province, which have the same principal pay zones with the Sulige Gasfield, the braided channel sandbodies which are composed of coarse sandstones are mostly in the form of top convex and bottom flat or top flat and bottom convex and the channel migrates fast [20]. So,
there are erosion surfaces caused by channel erosive action and lithological interfaces formed by facies change in reservoir space. As a result, single storage-seepage unit is smaller in size, but the overall connection scale is larger since multiple sandbodies are alternatively superimposed areally and vertically in some areas. It is demonstrated by the statistical width and thickness of channel sandbodies in multiple sections that the thickness of single channel sandbody in He 8 Member is 1.6–7 m, mostly 2–5 m. Its width varies in a large range, but generally less than 1000 m, mostly 200–800 m. Its length is generally less than 1500 m, mostly 400–1200 m.

2) Geostatistical analysis. The thickness distribution of gas-bearing sandbodies is discriminated by using the core data and logging interpretation results of the Sulige Gasfield. The scale of gas-bearing sandbodies is estimated on the basis of width — thickness ratio and length — width ratio of synsedimentary sandbodies that are set in quantitative geology. It is indicated from the quantitative core description and electrofacies analysis that the mid-channel bars at the lower part of He 8 Member are mostly 2–6 m thick in the NS section through Wells Su 6-7-12 and Su 6-8-7 (Fig. 1). It is shown from the Yulin outcrop observation and its laboratory sedimentary physical simulation experiments that the width — thickness ratio and length — width ratio of mid-channel bars are generally 80–120 and 1.5–2.0 respectively. It is accordingly estimated that the width and length of effective sandbodies in the Sulige Gasfield are mostly in the range of 160–720 m and 300–1200 m respectively.

3) Pilot test of dense well pattern. After dense well pattern dissection zones are selected, the vertical and lateral connection relationships of sandbodies in a smaller well spacing range are analyzed and their extension range is estimated [21]. In the Well Su 6 area, the measured formation pressure of two wells (Su 6-J3 and Su 6-J4) with reduced spacing didn’t restore to the original formation pressure and earlier pressure relief was obvious with larger pressure relief amplitude. However, the measured formation pressure of four wells (600 m) with reduced spacing is equal to the original formation pressure. Therefore, it is inferred that the width of effective sandbodies in the Well Su 6 area is larger than 400 m and the length is less than 1200 m. It is shown from the situations of other infilling well areas (e.g. Su 6, Su 14 and Su 10) that the effective sandbodies are generally 2–6 m thick, 300–800 m wide and 400–1200 m long. Some of them are cut and connected with large superimposition scale, so the deployment of horizontal wells is geologically satisfied.

By virtue of outcrop analogy, geostatistical analysis and pilot test of dense well pattern, it is concluded that the gas-bearing sandbodies in He 8 Member and Shan 1 Member are mostly distributed in the pattern of isolated lens along north and south, generally with thickness of 2–5 m, width of 300–800 m and length of 300–1200 m.

3.2. Extension direction of effective sandbodies in reservoirs

The orientation of horizontal sections is mainly controlled by the strike of gas-bearing sandbodies and the maximum principal stress direction. The drilling ratio of gas layers can be increased through horizontal well arrangement along the extension direction of gas-bearing sandbodies, and the production of horizontal wells can be improved by fracturing perpendicular to the maximum stress direction [22,23]. It is shown from the comprehensive geologic studies that long banded sandbodies are extensively distributed in compound forms in He 8 Member and Shan 1 Member due to the frequent diversion of braided channels. And, 86% of gas-bearing sandbodies are distributed at mid-channel bars and they are mostly distributed along NS in the shape of pods, with quick facies change along EW. For example, three braided channels are developed from the north to the south in the sublayer 1 of upper He 8 Member, Well J11 area (Fig. 2). Mid-channel bars are developed at the low positions of channel filling and their strike is accordant to that of channel filling, so it is

Fig. 1. Distribution of NS effective sandbodies at the lower part of He 8 Member in center Sulige Gasfield.
discriminated that the mid-channel bars in the area of Wells J1, J6 and J7 are mostly extended along NS. Therefore, horizontal wells should be arranged mainly in NS orientation to increase the drilling ratio of gas-bearing sandbodies. Besides, it is necessary to adjust appropriately the horizontal well orientation design when the mid-channel bar sandbodies are locally off the NS direction because of channel migration and diversion.

The reservoirs are tight, so it is necessary to carry out multistage fracturing to increase the production rate of horizontal wells. The optimum fracturing stimulation results can be realized when the direction of hydraulic fractures is parallel to that of the maximum principal stress and the orientation of horizontal sections is perpendicular to fractures. After the viscous magnetic remanence of cores from He 8 Member and Shan 1 Member is measured in several wells (e.g. Su X53-74-62H), it is indicated that the maximum principal stress of major gas layers is in the direction of NE98°—NE108°. The strike of gas-bearing sandbodies is better accordant to the direction of maximum ground stress, regional structures are undeveloped, and horizontal wells are less influenced by the anisotropy of reservoirs. Therefore, horizontal sections should be dominantly NS-oriented.

3.3. Distribution pattern of effective sandbodies suitable for horizontal wells

It is shown from the analysis on sedimentation, origins of effective sandbodies and quantitative scale in the Sulige Gasfield that He 8 Member, the principal gas layer, experienced frequent channel migration in areal and sandbody superimposition and cutting in vertical, so the effective reservoirs are distributed in multiple isolated intervals on a small scale. Nevertheless, thicker reservoir intervals with better lateral connectivity are developed locally [24]. After the geologic characteristics (e.g. scale and extension direction) are figured out, it is indicated that horizontal wells can be arranged in this area. Four gas-bearing sandbody distribution patterns suitable for the deployment of horizontal wells are proposed according to the geologic analysis on the sections of drilled horizontal wells.

3.3.1. Thick massive isolated pattern

Mid-channel bar facies sedimentation is dominant with slight channel filling sedimentation. It is characterized by strong sedimentary hydrodynamic force, thick sandbody, coarse grain and stable lateral distribution. Effective sandbodies are distributed in a thick massive pattern with vertical thickness generally larger than 6 m, and they can be traced and correlated between wells owing to their better lateral continuity. Their well-controlled reserves are large. Horizontal wells in this pattern are high in the drilling ratio of gas-bearing sandbodies and in high-yield horizontal wells. In the lower He 8 Member, the target horizon of Well Suping 36-6-23, for example, shows a good production condition with a daily average gas production of 9.8×10⁴ m³ and a cumulative gas production of 5476×10⁴ m³.

3.3.2. Vertically-superimposed pattern with physical interlayers

It is composed of multiphase braided channels and mid-channel bar coarse sandstones by means of vertical superimposition. Sandbodies are laterally combined and communicated with large superimposition thickness. Physical interlayers are developed due to the change of the hydrodynamic conditions between the upper and the lower gas bearing sandstones, and their thickness is generally less than 3 m. Gas-bearing sandbodies are generally 2—5 m thick in each layer and cumulatively in the range of 6—8 m, partially over 10 m. When horizontal wells are deployed in this pattern, the drilling ratio of gas-bearing sandbodies is high. Interlayers are thin, so the upper and the lower gas layers can be communicated by means of fracturing stimulation. Based on current fracturing technologies, gas production can be kept at a higher rate. In the sublayer 4 of He 8 Member, the target layer of Well Su 10-32-50H (Fig. 3), for example, the NS-oriented horizontal section is 720 m long and effective reservoirs of 335.1 m thick are drilled with a drilling ratio of 46.5%. This well is stimulated by four-stage fracturing with open-hole packers. Within
700 d production, an average daily gas production of $12.2 \times 10^4$ m$^3$ and a cumulative gas production of $8280 \times 10^4$ m$^3$ were obtained, plus a pressure drop rate of 80.024 MPa/d.

3.3.3. Vertically-superimposed pattern with argillaceous interlayers

In this pattern, vertical superimposition of two-phase or multiphase braided channels and mid-channel bar sandbodies is dominant, and the superimposition thickness of sandbodies is large. It, to some extent, is similar to the vertically-superimposed pattern with physical interlayers, but a set of flood-argillaceous barrier (generally less than 3 m thick) is deposited between the upper and the lower gas-bearing sandbodies. The thickness of effective sandbodies in each layer is different. Their lateral distribution range is not quite the same and their continuity is poor. When horizontal wells are adopted in this pattern, the drilling ratio of gas-bearing sandbodies is generally lower. Furthermore, the horizontal wells are mostly low-yield gas producers and the effective controlled reserves are insufficient. In Well Suping 14-13-36 (Fig. 4) which is 1200 m long from the south to the north, for example, the thickness of drilled gas layers and gas-bearing layers is 470.5 m and 106.3 m respectively, and the drilling ratio of gas-bearing sandbodies is 48.1%. This well is stimulated by two-stage fracturing of hydraulic jetting, the natural gas AOF...
(absolute open flow) is $12.4 \times 10^4$ m$^3$/d. Within 980 d production, an average daily gas production rate of $3 \times 10^4$ m$^3$ and an average pressure drop rate of 0.014 MPa/d were obtained.

3.3.4. Lateral sugar-coated-haw-string pattern

In this pattern, two gas-bearing sandbodies are laterally separated by mudstones, and in sections, it is presented in the shape of sugar-coated haw string. When horizontal wells are arranged in this pattern, the drilling ratio of gas-bearing sandbodies is lower and effective controlled reserves are insufficient with more risks. In Well Su 36-8-18H, for example, the horizontal section is 671.8 m long, effective reservoirs are 269.2 m thick and drilling ratio of effective reservoirs is 40.1%. Its average daily gas production rate is $1.9 \times 10^4$ m$^3$ and pressure drop rate is 0.036 MPa/d.

Based on the statistical data of existing horizontal wells, the effective sandbodies in four types of geological targets that are suitable for the deployment of horizontal wells are dominantly long (Table 1). The drilling ratio of gas-bearing sandbodies in each sublayer is mostly in the range of 20-40%, so the second gas-bearing sandbody may be drilled after a long interval of mudstones when the first one is drilled by the horizontal section. Single-layer thickness is small, so it is hard to predict accurately the distribution of the second effective sandbody. Even though two gas-bearing sandbodies are drilled successfully, the economic benefit of horizontal wells will be decreased because of the drilling of a long mudstone interval. The Sulige Gasfield is not a gasfield with laterally stable reservoirs. So, considering the current technologies, single gas-bearing sandbody should be taken as the major target in the process of well selection so that smooth fracturing stimulation can be carried out. That is to say, the thick massive isolated pattern and the vertically superimposed pattern with physical interlayers are most favorable for the deployment of horizontal wells. Further length optimization of horizontal sections plays a vital role in improving the development results of horizontal wells.

4. Gas reservoir engineering analysis on the rational length of horizontal sections

4.1. Analysis on the relationship between horizontal section length and gas well productivity using gas reservoir engineering method

In the center of Sulige Gasfield, there are 16 horizontal wells that are deployed in superimposed sandbodies with physical interlayers and they have been put into production over a longer period. The relationship between the horizontal section length and the gas well AOF is calculated by using the formula of Joshi horizontal well productivity of heterogeneous gas reservoir which is corrected according to the data of these horizontal wells. It is shown that the horizontal wells that are matched with this type of effective sandbodies slow down in terms of AOF growth rate with the increase of the horizontal section length and the inflection point occurs at about 1200 m (Fig. 5). Therefore, this inflection corresponds to the rational length of horizontal sections.

![Fig. 5. Horizontal section length vs. natural gas AOF.](image)

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Gas layer thickness/m</th>
<th>Sample numbers</th>
<th>Percentage in total samples</th>
<th>Effective sandbody length/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thick massive isolated pattern</td>
<td>&gt;6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>350 - 1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertically-superimposed pattern with physical interlayers</td>
<td>6-15</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>350 - 1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertically-superimposed pattern with argillaceous interlayers</td>
<td>6-15 (the thickness of argillaceous barrier less than 3 m)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>600 - 1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral sugar-coated-haw-string pattern</td>
<td>&gt;3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1000 - 3500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.2. Simulation analysis on the relationship between the length of horizontal sections and the stable production period of gas wells

In well group SuX-18-36 where the typical size and distribution characteristics of gas-bearing sandbodies of the Sulige Gasfield are presented, for example, two horizontal wells (J1 and J2) are deployed in two sublayers of He 8 Member (two-stage sandbodies with physical interlayers), and the length of horizontal sections are set at 500 m, 800 m, 1200 m, 1500 m and 1800 m. The proration of Wells J1 and J2 is $6 \times 10^4$ m$^3$/d and $2 \times 10^4$ m$^3$/d respectively. Their stable production periods are simulated and compared by varying the length of horizontal sections. In Well J1 (Fig. 6), for example, its stable production lasts for 1000 d when its horizontal section is 500 m long, and rises to 1445 days when its horizontal section is 800 m long. When the length of horizontal section is over 1200 m, however, the growth rate of stable production period declines and the stable production basically lasts for 1684 days.

4.3. Simulation analysis on the relationship between the horizontal section length and the cumulative gas production

The relationship between the horizontal section length and the cumulative gas production is similar to that between the length of horizontal sections and the stable production period of gas wells. When the length of horizontal sections in Wells J1 and J2 is set at 500 m, 800 m and 1200 m, their cumulative gas production increases quickly with the increase of horizontal section length. When the horizontal section is more than 1500 m, obvious inflection occurs at the cumulative gas production curve (Fig. 7). It is indicated from the relationships of horizontal section length vs. stable production period and cumulative gas production that when a horizontal well is deployed in the pattern of superimposed sandbodies with physical interlayers, its horizontal section length should be shorter than 1500 m.

5. Economic evaluation on the rational length of horizontal sections

Drilling costs increase with the extending of horizontal sections. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize economically the rational length of horizontal sections under current economic and technical conditions by comparing the difference between the drilling cost per unit length and the income derived from gas incremental. That is to say, the rational length of horizontal sections is determined by balancing the relationship between the incremental benefit increase from the gas production due to the length increase of horizontal sections and the increase of drilling costs.

Based on the economic parameters and index related to the development of Sulige Gasfield, the drilling cost of horizontal wells per unit footage is RMB1613−2009 yuan/m and natural gas price is RMB1000 yuan/10$^3$ m$^3$. It is shown from the calculation results that the income per unit length of horizontal section derived from gas incremental declines gradually. When the horizontal sections in Wells J1 and J2 are 800 m long, the income per unit length of horizontal section derived from gas incremental is much higher than the cost per unit footage. With the extension of horizontal sections, the income per unit length derived from gas incremental decreases quickly. When the length of horizontal sections in Wells J1 and J2 is close to 1200 m, the income per unit length derived from gas incremental is basically equal to the cost per unit footage. When the length is more than 1200 m, horizontal wells are basically incapable of making profits (Fig. 8).
To sum up, the length of horizontal sections should be kept less than 1200 m based on current gas price and horizontal-well technical conditions when horizontal wells are deployed in the vertically superimposed sandbodies with physical interlayers in the Sulige Gasfield.

6. Conclusions

1) It is indicated by multiple methods (e.g. outcrop analogy, geostatistical analysis and pilot tests of dense well patterns) that the gas-bearing sandbodies of He 8 Member and Shan 1 Member are mostly distributed in the pattern of NS isolated lens along north and south and they are mostly 2–5 m thick, 300–800 m wide and 300–1200 m long. Four distribution patterns of effective sandbodies suitable for the deployment of horizontal wells are proposed, including thick massive isolated pattern, vertically-superimposed pattern with physical interlayers, vertically-superimposed pattern with argillaceous interlayers and lateral sugar-coated-haw-string pattern. Based on the statistics of their drilling ratios of the four effective sandbodies, it is recommended to take the single gas-bearing sandbody as the principal target in the process of well selection.

2) By means of production data correction, numerical simulation and economic evaluation, the optimum length of horizontal wells deployed in vertically-superimposed sandbodies with physical interlayers of tight sandstone gas reservoirs in the Sulige Gasfield is comprehensively analyzed by performing a case study on the same sandbody distribution pattern in the typical well group SuX-18-36 of Su-X Block. Based on current economic and technical conditions, the rational length of horizontal sections should be set shorter than 1200 m. And it is recommended to carry out horizontal section length optimization specific for the effective sandbodies with different superimposition patterns that are suitable for the deployment of horizontal wells.
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